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First Defendant



Second Defendant


AND:
EX PARTE:
 Third Defendant

ABORIGINAL SACRED SITES PROTECTION AUTHORITY
First Applicant
AND:
ROBERT WILLIAM ELLIS
Second Applicant



CORAM:	NADER J

REASONS FOR JUDGMENT
(delivered 25 September 1987)


On 9 July 1987, Master Lefevre ordered that the first, second and third defendants, Brian Martin, Don Darben and Creed Lovegrove, in their capacity as members of the Aboriginal Sacred Sites Review Committee established by the Chief Minister of the
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Northern Territory of Australia, show cause why a writ of mandamus should not issue directing them:


'1.		by their servants or agents to disclose to the Plaintiffs the following documents:-

	any submission received by the Defendants commenting upon or otherwise dealing with the Plaintiffs or either of them; and


	any report or draft report prepared by the Defendants referring to the Plaintiffs or their conduct;


	in the alternative, by their servants or agents to disclose to the Plaintiffs the substance of any submissions received by the Defendants which commented directly or indirectly upon the Plaintiffs or either of them or upon the conduct of either one of them; and


	to consider any submissions made by the Plaintiffs or either of them prior to the publication or further publication of any such report or draft report.'



The order nisi was returnable on 30 July 1987 and came before me for hearing on 31 August, and 1st and 2nd September 1987.

The first, second and third defendants appeared by counsel to submit to such order as the court might make.	The fourth defendant, the Honourable the Attorney-General appeared by counsel, Mr Downes QC and Mr Johns, to oppose the application.
The applicants were represented by Dr Flick of counsel and Mr McDonald of counsel.
The Attorney-General objected to the admission of evidence of certain statements by the Honourable the Chief Minister of the Northern Territory concerning the establishment of the Aboriginal Sacred Sites Review Committee (the Committee). After initially disallowing the evidence, I have decided to admit it.	I think it is admissible.	It puts the establishment of the Committee into a context and aids an understanding of the use the Chief Minister might make of the Committee's findings.	The effect of the Committee's findings is not irrelevant to questions I am required to answer as will later appear.

Mr Robert William Ellis (the Director) is the Director of the Aboriginal Sacred Sites Protection Authority (the Authority).	His appointment is not limited to a fixed term.	He was selected for appointment to the position following advertisement throughout Australia and following interview by the Authority and the approval of the Chief Minister of the day.	The Authority is established under the Aboriginal Sacred Sites
Act.	Section 5 of the Act provides for the constitution of the Authority as follows:

	CONSTITUTION OF THE AUTHORITY
	The Authority shall consist of a Chairman and

11 other merr ers, all of whom except the Director shall be appointed by the Administrator.
	The composition of the Authority shall be such that -

	not less than 7 positions shall be for Aboriginals chosen by the Administrator from nominations received from the Land Councils; and
	the other positions shall be for the Director of the Authority and persons who are experienced in anthropology, land use and survey, Aboriginal studies, site conservation or such other fields as the Administrator thinks fit.


	All members of the Authority other than the Director shall be appointed for periods not exceeding 3 years and are eligible for reappointment.


	Payment of remuneration, allowances and expenses to members of the Authority shall be made from the moneys of the Authority.


	The Chairman shall be, for the purposes of this Act, a member of the Authority.'


It may be noted that the defendant, Mr Lovegrove, at all material times, has been a non-Aboriginal member of the Authority.

The functions of the Authority are specified by section
13 of the Act:


13.	FUNCTIONS OF THE AUTHORITY
The functions of the Authority are -
	to establish and maintain a register of sacred sites;
	to examine and evaluate all claims for sacred sites made to it by Aboriginals;
	to record sacred sites, with full details of the significance to the traditional Aboriginals, including any story, of each sacred site and any relevant factors including custodianship of the sacred site;


	)




( e)
 to recommend to the Administrator that particular sacred sites be declared protected sites under this Act;
to enforce the provisions of this Act; and
(f)		to carry out such other functions relating to the protection of sacred sites as the Administrator may, by notice in the Gazette, authorize the Authority to carry out.'

By section 14 of the Act, the Authority has power to do all things necessary or convenient to be done in connexion with or as incidental to the performance of its functions and all things related to the performance of its functions.

The day to day duties of the Director are:


	To direct and supervise staff in the performance of their duties;


	To receive and liaise with visitors, Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal, wishing to present personal submissions to the Authority;


	To assist developers and others seeking access to the Register;


	To exercise the delegations made to him by the Authority.


The delegations referred to are conferred by instrument dated 3 July 1986 in the following terms:

'THE ABORIGINAL SACRED SITES PROTECTION AUTHORITY,
pursuant to section 12 of the Aboriginal Sacred
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Sites Act and a resolution of the Authority made on 2nd July, 1986 delegates to Robert William Ellis, while
he is employed by the Aboriginal Sacred Sites Protection Authority, all of the powers under the Act except for those within the terms of sections 14, (unless within already approved policies of the Authority) 16, 25, 26(2) and the power of delegation.'

Mr Brian Martin wrote to the Director on 25 August 1986 in the following terms:


'RE: ABORIGINAL SACRED SITES REVIEW

I have been appointed by the Chief Minister to chair a committee having te=s of reference as enclosed.

The other members of the committee are Don Darben, Secretary of the Department of Lands, and Creed Lovegrove, Chief Minister's Department and who is also a member of the Aboriginal Sacred Sites Protection Authority.

The committee has decided that it will seek written submissions in the first instance and you are invited to contribute in respect of any or all of the matters to be reviewed.	The committee may also wish to meet with you in order to discuss your submission and will make every effort to do so if you wish.

If any submission you care to make is supported by reference to other material a copy of that material is sought.

In order that the committee may perfo= its task without undue delay, please forward any submission to me at the above postal address or by delivering the same to the Wells Building, Mitchell Street, Darwin by the end of September 1986.

Given the specific terms of reference concerning the practices and procedures of the Authority, the committee wishes to meet with you and members of the Authority, if you wish, at an early date, with a view to determining the most appropriate way in which those questions may be addressed, and the records of the Authority available for inspection to that end.

Yours sincerely, (signature)
BRIAN MARTIN'


The Committee was to make its report to the Chief Minister.


The annexure to the letter contained the terms of reference:


'TERMS OF REFERENCE

To inquire into, report upon and make recommendations in respect of -

	the philosophy and policy regarding laws designed to appropriately protect areas which are sacred or otherwise of significance to Aboriginals.


	the laws and effect of the laws of the Northern Territory of Australia relating to the protection of, and prevention of the desecration of, sites in the Northern Territory of Australia that are sacred to Aboriginals or otherwise of significance according to Aboriginal tradition, including sites on Aboriginal land within the meaning of the Aboriginal Land Rights (Northern Territory) Act and, in particular -


Laws regulating or authorising the entry of persons on those sites.

Whether or not those laws provide for the right of Aboriginals to have access to those sites in accordance with Aboriginal tradition.

Whether or not those laws provide a satisfactory method for the examination, evaluation and recording of evidence as to the existence of those sites, their location, boundaries, identifying features and other relevant particulars.

Whether any such laws take into account the wishes of Aboriginals relating to the extent to which any such site should be protected.

Whether any such laws are adequate to cater for the wishes of Aboriginals relating to the extent to which any such site should be protected and the wishes of others relating to entry upon and other uses of any such site.
Any other matters which the committee considers relevant.

Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the committee shall:

pay regard to the effect of any laws of the Commonwealth of Australia applying in the Northern Territory of Australia touching upon the subject matters of the inquiry and may comment thereon in relation to the effect which they have on the legislative powers of the Legislative Assembly;

consider the Aboriginal Sacred Sites Act, Aboriginal Land Act and Native and Historical Objects and Areas Preservation Act;

shall examine the procedures and practices adopted by the Aboriginal Sacred Sites Protection Authority and may inquire into the circumstances surrounding the registration of any particular site or sites as sacred sites in the register established and maintained by the Authority under the provisions of the Aboriginal Sacred Sites Act;

investigate why use has not been made of the provisions of the Aboriginal Sacred Sites Act for the declaration of a place as a sacred site by the Administrator;

consider whether or not the composition of the Authority is appropriate to its functions.'

In a speech to Parliament on 27 August 1986, the Chief Minister had occasion to make extensive references to the establishment and purposes of the Committee.	It was clear from what the Chief Minister said that a principal purpose of the Committee was related to a review legislation that had been in existence since 1978.	Such a review, carried out by public servants on the Chief Minister's behalf, would not attract the duty to observe the rules of natural justice.		Regrettably, the question is not so easy to answer because, as the Chief
Minister's speech, the terms of reference of the inquiry and the conduct of the inquiry all show, the inquiry was also concerned, either as a separate question or as a subsidiary one, with the propriety of actions of the Authority and of the Director.	The relevant conduct of the inquiry will emerge as these reasons proceed.	The extent to which the Chief Minister's speech shows interest in the actions of the Authority and the Director is apparent from quotation from the speech which, I hasten to say, is selective and cannot be said to represent the whole speech in any sense.	The passages are selected for the express purpose of showing that the inquiry was concerned with the propriety of conduct:


'...I want to know the truth about the Sacred Sites Authority.	Whether the opposition wants to know it or not, there is severe disquiet in the Northern Territory about the activities of the Sacred Sites Authority.
There are problems with the Sacred Sites Authority and I have tried to have them dealt with properly through a review committee.	We have not made any secret about the review nor about the reasons particular people were chosen to sit on that review.	We have made no secret of the fact that, if we still do not get to the bottom of it, we will invoke the Inquiries Act.	If we do it this way, properly, with the cooperation of the Sacred Sites Authority, it will save this government a considerable sum of money.	I do not object to trying to save money for this government.	If it does not reach the root cause, then we can invoke the Inquiries Act; we
still have that option.	It would be a very expensive exercise and a very unusual way to review government legislation and the operations of a government statutory authority.


There was much subsequent interaction between the Director and the Authority on the one hand and the Committee on the other.	There were many letters and some lengthy meetings.
In the course of that interaction a large quantity of material was made available to the Committee by the Authority and the Director to assist its work.	There were arguments and debates about procedure as well as substantive matters.	I mention this in order that my almost exclusive concentration upon those communications concerning the propriety of the conduct of the Authority and the Director will not create the false impression that there was no co-operation between the parties or that the Committee was not able to perform its function effectively for the most part.	But, as I pointed out earlier, the major task of the inquiry, its legislative review function, could not, per se, attract the operation of the rules of natural justice.

In a letter to Mr Martin dated 4 September 1986, the Director expressed his keenness to make submissions and, at length, sought information as to how the inquiry was to be conducted.	The Director also expressed concern about the time limited by Mr Martin for the making of submissions.

By letter dated 10 September 1986, Mr Martin replied to the Director.	I set out some relevant passages:

'A written report with recommendations will be presented to the Chief Minister.'	•••	'The review is not in the nature of a formal inquiry such as is, might have been, governed by legislation and the committee intends that it will be conducted informally in the expectation that by so doing it will encourage maximum co-operation and input.	Should any issue arise		ouching upon your personal interest as Director of the Authority and which falls within the terms of reference, you may be assured that you will be given proper notice of the same and an appropriate opportunity to respond.	The same procedure
would be adopted in relation to the Authority itself.' 'The committee will not draw any adverse conclusions without an opportunity to be heard being given to any person or organisation concerned.'


These words bespeak unmistakably a consciousness of the rules of natural justice.	The possibility of adverse findings is acknowledged.


On 11 SepteITber 1986, the Director requested, again by letter, the information sought in his letter of 4 September 1986. He also assured the Ccmmittee of his desire to co-operate fully. This letter was written the day before the Director received the letter of Mr Martin of 10 September.

On 15 September, the Director acknowledged receiving the letter of 10 September.	He expressed worry on many scores.	He complained about many things.	He asked a number of questions including the following:

'Is the Authority, or me, to be provided with copies of all submissions received by your Committee?

Is opportunity to be afforded to the Authority, or me, to adduce evidence to rebut adverse material which might be contained in such submissions?

Is it proposed that we have an opportunity to orally examine persons making allegations concerning the Authority or its employees, so as to enable the truth of such allegations to be tested?'

The Director also noted with thanks the advice of Mr Martin that, should any issue arise concerning the Director's own personal
interest as Director, he would be given advice in advance of the matters to be raised and an opportunity given to respond.	He added that, as such response may necessitate legal advice, he awaited Mr Martin's consideration of his request for financial assistance should it become desirable.

It is clear that there were two distinct but related matters of concern to the Director, although he may not have then seen them as distinct.	There was the extent to which the Committee may have intended to deal with matters touching the propriety of his own conduct and that of others in the Authority. As well, a concern was being expressed as to the general review function procedures of the Committee, not touching upon the propriety or otherwise of anyone's conduct.

The correspondence continued.	There was polite but intense conflict between the Committee and the Authority as to the best way to conduct the inquiry.	It would not assist an understanding of this case to follow the long bickering argument through all the letters.	I shall limit myself to those particular communications relating to matters directly or indirectly touching the propriety of the Director's conduct or that of other members or servants of the Authority.	There were persistent requests by the Director to .Mr Martin to be supplied with copies of all submissions received by the Committee from whatever source, and of all other material which the Committee had before it.	The purported justification for those requests
was that the supply of the material was necessary to enable the Authority and the Director to prepare adequate answers.
Likewise, there were persistent requests for information concerning the manner in which the Committee proposed to proceed and suggestions made as to how it should do so.	The Director also sought to have the Committee specify particular matters which might be of concern to it.

The attitude of the Committee as expressed by Mr Martin was, in general, that it was sufficient that the Director be aware of the terms of reference of the Committee and it was entirely for the Authority to make such submissions as is saw fit to make.	I say 'in general' because as will become apparent there were some exceptions to the generality.

By letter dated 18 September, the Director pointed out that his questions had not been answered at all and he repeated them.

In his letter of 22 September, Mr Martin said he did not consider it necessary to respond to the questions.	In the same letter he said:

'Should any issue arise touching upon your personal interest as Director of the Authority and which falls within the terms of reference, you may be assured that you will be given proper notice of the same and an appropriate opportunity to respond.	The same procedure would be adopted in relation to the Authority itself.

The committee will not draw any adverse conclusions without an opportunity to be heard being given to any
person or organisation concerned.'

On 30 September 1986, the Director, in company with Mr Parish, his solicitor, conferred with Mr Martin and Mr Lovegrove. The conference started at 1.45pm and ended at 4.00pm.	Many matters concerning the inquiry were discussed.		In the course of the conference, Mr Martin said that he had received the  Director's letter of 28 September in response to matters raised  in his (Mr Martin's) letter of 24 September.	Mr Martin said he had not intended that the Director should formally respond to the questions but rather that they should be issues forming the basis of discussions at the conference.		Mr Martin said that the conference was preliminary and informal and that it was an inforn,ation gathering exercise.	Mr Parish said that he had written to Mr Martin seeking details of the availability of submissions made to the Committee, details of the procedures and opportunity to address, on behalf of the Authority, and matters arising from allegations of professional misbehaviour.		Mr Martin said that the Committee was proceeding in an informal capacity and, because of its method of establishment, it could not provide any protection for witnesses from actions for defamation.		He said the Committee would provide the Authority with the substance of any allegations and with opportunity to answer them.		Mr  Parish asked whether the Authority would be able to attend meetings of the Committee hearing and to cross-examine witnesses. Mr Martin said that it was not the intention of the Committee to do so and that he may have to ban all lawyers the way things were
going.
Mr D W Brooks, Regional Officer (Central Region) of the Authority, met with the members of the Committee at Alice Springs on 27 November 1986.	A number of matters of concern to the review function of the Committee were discussed.

In a letter dated 1 December 1986 to Mr KA	Parish, a solicitor who had written to Mr Martin on behalf of the Director or the Authority, Mr Martin said:

'The Committee does not regard people who have made submissions, either in writing or orally, as being witnesses nor does it conduct hearings.	I do not consider that the rules of natural justice apply to the Committee such as to give rise to legal remedies.'

On 12 March 1987, a meeting took place between the Committee and the Authority.	The Director did not attend because he was on leave.	Mr D Ritchie, Senior Anthropologist of the Authority made notes of the matters discussed.	He sent a copy of the notes to Mr Martin on 3 April 1987.	The meeting dealt with many subjects, most of them having no obvious bearing on the personal conduct of the Director or of any servant or member of the Authority.	The notes contained the following passages:

'He (Mr Martin) said a copy of this report would be made available to the Authority for comment before the final draft report was prepared.	Mr Martin requested that the Authority not make submissions relating specifically to Coronation Hill until requested by the Review Committee.	Mr Martin then reiterated the Committee's undertaking to provide the Authority with an early draft of their report for comments before the report is finalised.'
Mr Martin responded to the notes of the meeting by letter on 23 April,	He appears to have accepted the notes as accurate with an exception.	He said:


'At paragraphs 10 and 15 your notes refer to undertakings by me to provide the Authority with a copy of a draft report for its comment.	I am sure I gave no such undertaking, and the other members of the committee agree.	I do recall having confirmed that which I have previously conveyed to Mr Ellis to the effect that if adverse comment on the Authority or its Director was being considered for inclusion in the report it would be first referred for the response of the Authority or the Director as the case may be.'


Neither Dr Ritchie nor Mr Martin gave viva voce evidence.	I am unable to say whether such an undertaking was given.	I do not think the question has much significance in the context of all the evidence.	In general, the meeting of 12 March proceeded in a businesslike manner and dealt with the kinds of matters one would expect of a Committee charged with making recommendations for a review of legislation.	It is not clear that the alleged undertakings as to the furnishing of a draft were related to allegations of impropriety or whether they were related to the more general review task of the Committee.	As I mentioned earlier in these reasons, the distinction between the two subjects of investigation might not then have been seen by the Director and other persons associated with the Authority.	I believe that the Director himself, whilst rightly concerned about his own good name, was equally concerned for the future form and func ions of the Authority.
Then Mr Martin, on 23 April 1987, sent to the Director a letter requiring special mention.	It contained the following passages:


'The following is a list of issues upon which we would appreciate your views.	They have arisen frow submissions, but because they are raised by me, it does not necessarily reflect any concluded views of the committee. (the emphasis is mine: Nader J)
1.	There appear to be some negative perceptions and misconceptions regarding the effect of the Act and the operations of the Authority as follows -
(a)

	The Authority and/or the Director use their powers under the Act to achieve "political" purposes, economic advantage and to frustrate development both public and private.	They do not wait for custodians to request registration, they move themselves to achieve ulterior purposes.


	Access by Aboriginals can be abused by going onto land for purposes unrelated to sites but using them as an excuse.


	Penalties and offences generally are used to intimidate not only the population generally but tourists in particular.	People just do not know where they can go with impunity.


( e)

( f)

( g)


(h)

( i)


( j )
 

Site are "created" at the last minute to inhibit development.


The Authority and the Director are obstructive and negative in relation to multiple land use.

Areas registered as sites are much greater than the site itself and this practice is designed to further obstruct and frustrate development.	This applies as well to the sea as to areas on land.	The Act is being used for de facto land claims in respect of land
where a claim under the Aboriginal Land Rights Act cannot be made.
(k)


Immediately following paragraph (k), the letter states: 'Without casting judgment on the rights and wrongs of these matters, how do you suggest they might be best overcome?'

By letter dated 29 April 1987, the Director responded by expressing his regret that the time available since the receipt of the list of issues, the absence of Mr Lovegrove and senior
staff of the Authority, and the generality of the issues and the allegations raised in the letter (particularly in section 1) necessitated his seeking opportunity to further address the Committee.	He said:


'I note your advice that the matters listed by you do not necessarily reflect any views of the Committee but have arisen from submissions.	Insofar as they apparently cast adverse reflections upon my own personal involvement in the operation of the Authority and upon the Authority generally and in the absence of any particulars concerning those allegations I believe it is appropriate to ask, in accordance with your earlier undertakings, that I be provided at the earliest opportunity, with details of those allegations and be provided with further opportunity to prepare my response and that of the Authority.		In particular, several concerns/allegations raised in your letter are so vague and general that it is currently impossible for me to respond in a sensible or relevant fashion or defend myself or the Authority.	In particular I refer to paragraph l(b)(c)(d)(g)(i)(j), each of which contains prejudicial allegations which are quite non-specific.
In your letter you asked me, "without casting judgment on the rights and wrongs of these matters", to suggest "how they might be overcome".	I do not believe it would be proper for me to accept that any of these matters are capable of such advice, when I do not know of any such allegations (except by	r Davis, which will be separately addressed).	At the very least, I believe
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that the Authority and I should be provided with the substance of the allegations in sufficient detail to enable them to be addressed.	I have instructed the Authority's solicitors also to write separately to you in relation to this question.'

Nevertheless, the Director went on to make some comment on the matters raised in the paragraphs quoted.	He described it as an attempt to make some partial reply.	The relevant passages were as follows:


'l(b) What is meant by "political purposes"?	Virtually any action (or inaction) by any person or body can be called "political" in its broad dictionary sense.	Certainly, one of the intended consequences of the Act has been to remedy, partially, decades of legal discrimination and neglect of Aboriginal people, their culture, traditions, religion and sites.	Those consequences are certainly "political" in the broad sense, in that they affect the rights and obligations of citizens, both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal.	What political or economic advantage could possibly accrue to the Authority and/or its Director?	What allegations have been made in this respect?

The Authority and I deny that any development, either public or private, has been "frustrated" in the Northern Territory as a result of the Authority's decisions.		Is the Committee aware of any such restriction on development?	What examples have been suggested?	The Authority has records of all registration requests from custodians.	As these total more than 600 individual requests, can you specify any particular site registrations which have been so challenged so that we may provide appropriate documentation?'
'l(d) What is meant by "intimidate" in this situation?
Do you mean that all legislation is intimidatory if it provides penalties for transgressions?	What examples are there of persons seeking permission to enter upon sites being refused by the Authority?
What areas of the Northern Territory could one enter with "impunity" if the Act did not apply? What is the Committee's opinion of the Ministerial direction which limits the Authority's ability to provide systematic and useful advice to persons intending to visit areas of land?'
'l(g) "Created" by whom? In what case has a site inhibited a development?	The case of Coronation Hill, which has received considerable public comment has not "inhibited" development, as B.H.P. has already stated publicly.	Indeed B.H.P. has made public comment regarding the assistance provided by the Authority in resolving otherwise difficult and complex problems.'

'l(i) This statement is so general as to be impossible to refute.	I request that further details be provided.		How many land uses should be permitted upon a sacred site at any one time?	How are unknown future uses to be identified and provision made for them if a current approved use is likely to destroy a site?	Should permit applications for "carrying on works" be refused if they provide for only a single land use?'

'l(j) What examples are there of site areas greater than the sites themselves?	What examples are there of such practice being employed by the Authority to "frustrate development"?	What developments on areas of sea have been "frustrated"?	What is a "de facto" land claim?	What examples are there?	What criteria define a "de facto" land claim?'

The Director ended his letter with the passage:


The Authority awaits your provision of particulars of paragraphs l(b), (cl, (d), (g), (i) and (j), together with the specific matters raised in the course of this letter.	I reiterate that these particulars are essential to address matters of reputation and interest which now appear to have openly surfaced, and are exercising the mind of your Committee.'

There was a further meeting on 1 May 1987.	Those present included the Director, Mr Martin, Mr Darben, Mr Pinney, Deputy Secretary, Department of Lands), in his capacity as a member of the Authority, and others.	The meeting commenced at about 9.00am and concluded at about 12 noon.	Many matters were discussed including the following.	Mr Martin said that the
purpose of the meeting was to discuss, inter alia, matters raised in his letter of 23 April concerning certain negative perceptions and misconceptions which had arisen as a result of submissions made to the Committee: see the letter of 23 April, supra.	The Director said that he was concerned that the negative perceptions and misconceptions referred to had been raised by means of submissions to the Committee without the Director or members of the Authority being provided with the details or substance of the allegations.	This, said the Director, placed him in the awkward situation of replying to allegations without knowing exactly to what matters the allegations referred.	The Director said that he would like to be provided with sufficient particulars of the allegations, which he believed in some cases to be malicious in intent.	He requested an opportunity to offer a reasoned reply to the Committee.		Mr Martin became visibly upset and said that he was not there to detail the allegations made to the Committee.
He said that he had already told the Director the Committee was not interested in such matters.	He said the matters referred to in his letter were not accusations but simply negative perceptions and misconceptions and they did not in any way represent the considered opinion of the Committee.	Mr Martin said that many of the submissions received by the Committee had been very favourable to the Authority.	The Director repeated that, in relation to matters raised in the letter of 23 April, he would be unable to answer them effectively because they lacked detail and substance.	Mr Martin suggested that the Director confine his responses to matters of procedure and Authority
policy.	Nevertheless, following a suggestion that some effort be made to deal with the vexed questions, the meeting proceeded to discuss some of them.	The discussions were lengthy and involved. In the course of them l-lr .Martin asked whether it was true that the Authority or custodians invented sacred sites.	The Director said he knew of no such happening in the Northern Territory and that he considered the allegations a further example of malicious rumours initiated by people who wish to deny Aboriginal people the right of protection of their sites.

On the Wednesday following that meeting, 6 May, the Director wrote to Mr Martin.	Hereunder are some relevant parts of that letter:


'Returning to your letter of 23rd April..., I note your advice that it is not your intention to provide us with any further details of these misconceptions and perceptions regardless of the personal vilification they may entail.	I offer the following further comments in relation to the issues listed in your letter of 23 April.


l(b) In the absence of any information as to the details of the misconception discussed by you in your letter I deny the allegation and confirm my willingness at our next meeting to provide for your inspection examples of requests and/or reports received by the Authority.	I also propose to provide for your information, details of outstanding requests which have not yet been acted upon.
1 ( C) In the light of our discussion it would appear that no examples supporting the allegation were provided and such allegations could relate to activities of
C.L.C. staff or to Aboriginal people who are not custodians of sites.	The question of whether particular Aboriginals are entitled to enter particular sites can be clarified by providing
landholders with information as to the identity of custodians.	The Authority has provided assistance in the past and will take appropriate steps to facilitate this process.

l(d) In light of what was said at the meeting I now believe that your reference was to a particular site on St Vidgeon Station, where a tourist operator began to guide tourists to a registered sacred site without first seeking the permission of the custodians or the Authority.	Since that tourist operator was promoting the visits on the basis of a visit to a "sacred site" it was not a case of a person being ignorant of sites, or being generally intimidated, but rather a case of attempted exploitation without proper authority.
As is known by your committee, the property is the responsibility of the Northern Territory Land Corporation which had not given permission for the tourist activity to occur.	I am prepared to table correspondence which appears to indicate that a
track was constructed by Mr Fryer while on a stock eradication contract which damaged elements of the site.	According to our advice the track was not constructed for purposes of stock removal but as a "favour" for the tourist operator to facilitate access to the site.	The Authority is currently in receipt of funds from the Australian Heritage Commission to carry out a detailed review of this issue with a view to making recommendations for policy development on tourism and sacred sites.'


'l(g) I confirm Mr Darben's own explanation of this misconception being the fact that sites may be requested for registration or, in the case of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Heritage Act declaration, at the last minute when a threat is perceived by custodians.

As discussed, I believe that the Act provides a better balance in this respect and is better able to overcome this misconception than the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Heritage Act, insofar as the maintenance of a register minimises such complaint.	The Authority believes however, that the Act should continue to permit custodians opportunity to seek registration at any time.	The relatively rapid and uncomplicated procedures for registration, as opposed to lengthy declaration procedures, offer again further reason for maintenance of the registration process, perhaps also with provision for interim declaration by the Authority.	Authority "site avoidance" programmes
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likewise minimise the likelihood of such complaint.'


l(i)		There are many examples where entry and other uses have been permitted on sites.	While these primarily involve little modification of site areas, it must be recognised that permission to conduct mining enterprises may predetermine or otherwise restrict further uses of the site as a result of the nature of mining activities.	Even so, permission has included such intrusive uses as road construction;	(Sadadeen Connector Road, Devils Marbles Realignment); housing development (Sadadeen, Larapinta); tourist infrastructure (Mount John Valley); pastoralism (all pastoral properties with registered sites); recreation (Todd River, Alice Springs Golf Course, Mataranka Race Course, Tennant Creek Gun Club), and army activities (Emery Point).'

'l(j) In so far as the complaint is understood, without details or examples, the allegation is rejected by the Authority.	The Authority does not understand how an area comprising a complex of sixteen individually registered but coincidental sites, is more or less restrictive than one area containing the sixteen sites.	Land claims involve ownership and as explained, registration has no effect upon ownership or access to sites.'

A further meeting was held on 8 May 1987.	Mr Martin and Mr Darben of the Committee were present.	The Directer and Mr Pinney represented the Authority.	Many matters were discussed.
Mr Martin said that he had already told the Director that the Authority would be given opportunity to make submissions on all relevant matters raised before it and that the meeting was part of that opportunity.	Mr Martin suggested that the Director use the opportunity to discuss some of the matters detailed by	him earlier.
There was a notorious and strident controversy in the Northern Territory relating to a place called Coronation Hill. It was impossible to live in Darwin without seeing newspaper articles and hearing items on local radio shows concerning it.	I recall no particulars of the controversy except that it involved mining, an allegedly sacred site and allegations by Mr Davis, an anthropologist, which if true would reflect badly on persons in senior positions in the Authority.	The Committee advised the Authority that Coronation Hill would be the subject of a special report later, and that the Authority would be given a proper chance to deal with the Coronation Hill issue.	I have no doubt therefore that the report of the Committee, delivered to the Chief Minister before this matter was heard, does not deal with Coronation Hill in such a way as to touch adversely the conduct
of the applicants. The Committee's advice to the applicants that it would not deal with the Coronation Hill issue was relied on by counsel for the defendants to support his proposition that there could be no call for particulars of the Coronation Hill controversy because, inter alia, the Committee did not intend to deal with the matter till later.	Any different view of counsel's submissions on this question would be untenable.	Indeed counsel gave me a list of no less than 9 references to Coronation Hill, taken from the evidence, clearly intended to show overall that the applicants had nothing to fear from any adverse finding or comment relating to their actions in that regard.
Whether the Committee was bound to be fair to the applicants involves consideration, amongst other things, of the nature of the Committee and the inquiry and of the consequences of the inquiry.	For example, the nature and consequences of the inquiry are in stark contrast with Salemi v MacKellar [No
2] (1977) 137 CLR 396 and R v MacKellar; Ex parte Ratu
(1977) 137 CLR 461, if for no other reason, by reason of the fact that the defendant in each of those cases had power to effect great consequences to the plaintiff's lives, while, in this case, the Committee had no power at all to affect the applicants, but its task was to inquire, to report and to recon:anend to the Chief Minister.

What was the function of the Committee?	It was
spelt-out in the terms of reference.	The Committee was required to inquire, to report and to make recommendations about the 'philosophy' and 'policy' of certain laws, and about certain laws and their effect.	Except perhaps to the extent to which it is concerned with the effect of laws, such an inquiry, adhering to its terms of reference, could not affect adversely any interest of either of the applicants.	The process of the making of a report by Public Servants to the Chief Minister concerning possible amendments to legislation does not, as such, require those making the inquiry to be fair to persons who happen to be the holders of office under that legislation.	Such an inquiry would be concerned with policy questions which are exclusively in the domain of the Chief Minister to determine.		See the
ACTU-Solo Case, infra.
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What consequences can flow to the applicants from the inquiry?	The Chief Minister has taken steps to be informed of specified matters.	The terms of reference identify them.	What will the Chief Minister do with the information?	Presumably he will use it for a purpose.	He may use it to decide whether to take some action in connexion with the Aboriginal Sacred
Sites Act.	The Chief Minister himself is not able to amend the Act.	He may have the political power to do so, but, as a
matter of law, only the Parliament can amend the Act.	The Chief Minister, therefore, may take steps to introduce a Bill to the Parliament.	He may move the Executive Council to advise the Administrator to make regulations under section 35 of the Aboriginal Sacred Sites Act.	He may decide that no action is called for.	At best, one can merely guess at what the Chief Minister may do.	We have no evidence.

However, there is another side of the inquiry than its legislative aspect.	The terms of reference require the Committee to examine the procedures and practices adopted by the Authority. The inquiry opened with a well reported speech to the Parliament. That speech, from which I have quoted some passages, showed unmistakably that the inquiry was concerned with 'disquiet' in the Northern Territory 'about the activities of the Sacred Sites Authority'.	The Chief Minister wanted to 'know the truth about the Sacred Sites Authority.'	He spoke of getting 'to the bottom it'.	He used the expression, 'to review government legislation and the operations of a government statutory authority.'
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Then there was Mr Martin's letter of 23 April 1987 conveying to the applicants allegations of improper conduct.


As well as being directed towards possible legislative changes, the inquiry was concerned with the behaviour of the Authority and the Director.	It is because it was an inquiry into the propriety of their conduct that the possibility must be considered that it was subject to the rules of procedural fairness.


Supposing the Chief		inister, by reason of the Committee's report, were to form the opinion that the Director had acted improperly for 'economic advantage'.	What will the Chief	linister do about it?	There is no evidence to say.		What could he do about it?		He could not publish it other than on a privileged occasion.	I shall assume that he would not.	He could not act on it to discipline the Director or the Authority.			The Director's tenure of office puts him beyond such action.		Any disciplinary action against the Director would require a strict inquiry in which the rules of natural justice would apply to a high degree.		The most likely consequence (and I am still guessing), would be the publication of the the report to the Parliament.	By that means general publication would gain the protection of absolute privilege.	But, publication tc the world of otherwise actionable defamation under the protection of parliamentary privilege is not new.	No case was brought to my attention where a court has intervened to prevent the possibility
of such publication. Parliamentarians can say in Parliament whatever they wish about anyone subject only to the internal discipline of parliamentary procedure.

It is also possible that if the inquiry should induce in the Chief Minister a belief that the Director or the Authority has been guilty of impropriety, the Chief minister may do no more than take steps to introduce legislation to make it more difficult for improper conduct of the kind to continue.	In this event the results of the inquiry would still be properly regarded as oriented towards legislation.

No doubt it is of concern to the Director and others that they face a special risk to their good names by reason of the fact that the inquiry wore formal dress.	To the man in the street it seemed to be a formal inquiry.	Its announcement in the parliament was emphatic and widely publicised.		Terms  of reference were promulgated to various people.		The
Solicitor-General, the second Law Officer, was appointed to lead it.	His very chairmanship of the Committee would suggest to many that a certain legal objectivity and fairness would characterize its proceedings.	Because the inquiry had those trappings, its findings will, in the minds of many {if they learn of them), have the aura of reliability of findings of an independent statutory inquiry.	If published to the Parliament, they will certainly seem to a large section of the public, to whom the press, radio and television would soon publish them, as more likely to be true
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than the findings of an inquiry unaccompanied by those trappings. The public would assume that the Committee had acted fairly to the Director and to the Authority.


The Committee ought not and, presumably, will not publish its report other than to the Chief Minister or to someone on the Chief Minister's behalf.	General publication by the Committee, as such, is not a risk to the applicants.

There is no evidence that the Chief Minister will publish the report.	I am not aware of any facts from which an inference of publication could be drawn.	Having announced the inquiry in the Parliament, it is not unreasonable to speculate that the Chief Minister may announce the Committee's findings and recom.mendations there.	But, it remains that there is no evidence that I am aware of that the Chief Minister will make any reference to the matter in the Parliament.


In 1976, the law in Australia concerning the kinds of inquiries with which courts may interfere was expounded by Stephen Jin	R v Collins; Ex parte ACTU-Solo Enterprises Pty Ltd, (1976) 8 ALR 691.	Stephen J was considering the
question of intervention in the proceedings of a Royal Commission.	His Honour's reasoning concerning Royal Commissions and other more formal inquiries applies equally if not a fortiori to the Committee.	He was considering intervention in general, and not merely for denial of natural justice.	I thought Dr Flick
A		described the case as inconsistent with a number of other decisions which I should prefer, but I may be wrong.	At the risk of gross oversimplification, Stephen J may be said to have found the law to be that where a commission of inquiry is required to do no more than inquire, or make a recommendation that may or may not be acted upon, unless the result of the inquiry or the recommendation is a necessary condition for some decision or action that may affect a right or (presumably, a legitimate expectation) in the relevant sense, the manner of the inquiry cannot give rise to intervention by a court.	His Honour referred especially to Colonial Sugar Refining Co Ltd v
Attorney-General for the Commonwealth (1912) CLR 182; McGuinness v Attorney-General (Vic) (1940) 63 CLR 73; Testro Bros Pty Ltd v Tait (1963) 109 CLR 353; R v Macfarlane; Ex parte O'Flanagan and O'Kelly (1923) 32 CLR 518; Re Grosvenor and West-End Railway Terminus Hotel Co Ltd (1897) 76 LT 337; R v Coppel; Ex parte Viney
Industries Pty Ltd [1962] VR 630; Brettingham-Moore v St
Leonards Municipality (1969) 121 CLR 509; and R v
Criminal Injuries Compensation Board; Ex parte Lain [1967] 2 QB 864.	Stephen J said, 'Whatever may be the tenor of the
Commission's report, it will not legally affect the rights of the applicant; with or without such a report, and even, no doubt, in direct opposition to many recommendations in it, the minister might, in his absolute discretion, take action affecting the applicant's crude oil entitlements or might decide to take no action at all.	Accordingly, the nature of the Commission's
report neither directly affects nor in any way subjects to a new hazard the rights of the applicant; the hazard of ministerial intervention has always been present and it is only the degree of likelihood of that intervention occurring in a sense adverse to the applicant's interests which is increased by the actual nature of the Commission's recommendation.': p699.

Mahon v Air New Zealand and Others, [1984] 1 AC
808, was concerned with serious findings by a Royal Commission suggesting criminal conspiracy.	The Royal Commissioner was a judge;	he had the same powers, privileges, and immunities as were possessed by a judge of the Supreme Court in the exercise of his civil jurisdiction;	whatever he wrote to anyone's discredit in his report was the subject of absolute privilege, and anyone traduced by the report was deprived of any remedy by way of civil action to vindicate his reputation;	and the statute under which the Royal Commission was conducted provided that any person interested in the inquiry was, if he satisfied the commission that he had an interest in the inquiry apart from any interest in common with the public, entitled to appear and heard at the inquiry as if he had been cited as a party to the inquiry.	The foregoing are points of contrast with this case rendering it, like Kioa, essentially different from this case.

It was observed in de Smith's Judicial Review of Administrative Action (Fourth Edition), when considering in what circumstances the rules of natural justice must be observed
by persons entrusted with the conduct of an investigation but having no power to give a binding decision, that the authorities often appear to be, and sometimes are, in conflict with one another.	'When one comes across a judicial formulation of general legal principle it is not infrequently misleading because the court has in mind only a limited range of contexts in which the problem arises.': p233.

Dr Flick said I should follow a nurr er of cases including the celebrated Ridge v Baldwin [1964] AC 40.
There were certainly some broadly expressed opinions in Ridge v Balwin.	But, they must be looked at in the light of the facts of the case.	Ridge v Baldwin concerned the
dismissal of a suspended chief constable by a watch committee acting under section 191(4) of the Municipal Corporations Act, 1882.	Under that section the watch committee had the power to dismiss the chief constable:	a power directly to
deprive the chief constable of his employment.	The situation in the case at bar was far from the one considered in Ridge v Baldwin.

In In re Pergamon Press Ltd [1971] 1 Ch 388,the
rules of natural justice were held to apply to an investigation by inspectors of the Board of Trade, as was submitted by the directors of the applicant and contrary to the submissions of inspectors.	But the court held that the inspectors had in fact acted fairly.	Following some unusual share transactions, the
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price of Pergamon shares slumped and dealings were suspended. The Board of Trade ordered an investigation under the Companies Act.	Two inspectors were appointed.	With respect to the inspectors' submission that they were not bound by the rules of natural justice, Lord Denning MR said:


'It is true,of course, that the inspectors are not a court of law.	Their proceedings are not judicial proceedings: see In re Grosvenor & West-End Railway Terminus Hotel Co Ltd (1897) 76 LT 337.	They are  not even quasi-judicial, for they decide nothing; they determine nothing.	They only investigate and report. They sit in private and are not entitled to admit the public to their meetings: see Hearts of Oak Assurance Co Ltd v Attorney-General [1932] AC 392.	They do not even decide whether there is a prima facie case, as was done in Wiseman v Borneman [1971] AC 297.

But this should not lead us to minimise the significance of their task.	They have to make a report which may have wide repercussions.	They may, if they think fit, make findings of fact which are very damaging to those whom they name.		They may accuse some; they may condemn others; they may ruin reputations or careers.	Their report may lead to judicial proceedings.	It may expose persons to criminal prosecutions or to civil actions.
It may bring about the winding up of the company, and be used itself as material for the winding up:	see In re
S.B.A. Properties Ltd [1967] 1 WLR 799.	Even before the inspectors make their report, they may inform the Board of Trade of facts which tend to show that an offence has been committed: see section 41 of the Act of 1967.	When they do make their report, the Board are bound to send a copy of it to the company; and the Board may, in their discretion, publish it if they think fit, to the public at large.

Seeing that their work and their report may lead to such consequences, I am clearly of the opinion the the inspectors must act fairly.' (p399)

Sachs LJ, in the same case, identified the attributes of the inquiry that attracted the rules of natural justice.


His Lordship said it was no part of the inspectors' function to make a decision whether action should be taken, rather it was their task to discover whether there were facts which might result in others taking action.	But Sachs LJ said, 'On the other hand, at any rate when the appointment is made under section 165(b) - that is to say, "if it appears to the Board of Trade that there are circumstances suggesting" the possibility of fraudulent and criminal conduct or lack of compliance with the obligations imposed by the Companies Act - then the appointment itself involves, at least in the eyes of the
business world, proceedings of an accusatory nature.'	His
Lordship said that that view found support in other statutory provisions.

Sachs LJ pointed out also that the the inspectors report was made under their "statutory fact-finding capacity", and that their findings 'can thus be used as prima facie evidence to support a winding-up petition.

His Lordship referred to factors which militated against the application of the rules of natural justice.	They included the need to gain information on a confidential basis involving the use of special statutory powers, and the need for speed in the production of at least an interim report.

His Lordship referred to the fact that copies of reports of the kind being considered were published by and put on sale to
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y		the public by the Stationary Office.	These reports not uncommonly contained criticisms of persons associated with companies and were sometimes highly defamatory of them.

Then Sachs LJ made an observation which applies to many decisions concerning the application of the rules of natural justice.	He said there were a great many forms of investigatory procedure which were used in highly varying circumstances and that, accordingly, he would wish his own observations to be read as applying only to those that the Court of Appeal then had under consideration.	The researches of experienced counsel in the case had failed to discover any other investigatory proceedings which had all the attributes that he had referred to.

Sachs LJ said that one of the principal characteristics of the proceedings under consideration was to be found in the inspectors' duty, in their fact-finding capacity, to produce a report which may be made public and may thus cause severe injury to an individual by its findings.	That characteristic distinguished that case from Wiseman v Borneman, [1971)
AC 297, which dealt with inquiries which were not intended to be
made public and were not in fact made public.


Even if there were evidence that adverse findings would be published to the Parliament, I know of no authority that the mere possibility of such publication would import the rules of natural justice into the conduct of the inquiry preceding it.	If
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the law is otherwise, I think it will have to be made clear elsewhere.	The privilege of saying defamatory things in the Parliament is enjoyed by every parliamentarian.

If the Chief Minister publishes adverse material that may be contained in the report outside of the Parliament he will
run the risk that any citizen would run of an action for defamation.


There is nothing in the Pergamon Press Case that would lead me to conclude that the rules of natural justice applied to the work of the Committee.	The findings of the Committee are not prima facie evidence of anything.	The report
will not be made public in any relevant sense.	The present case contrasts with the other also in that the Committee's inquiry is chiefly oriented towards legislation and only incidentally to the application of sanctions for improper conduct.

In Kioa and Others v West and Another (1985) 159 CLR 550 at 582, Mason J said:

'It is a fundamental rule of the common law doctrine of natural justice expressed in traditional terms that, generally speaking, when an order is to be made which will deprive a person of some right or interest or the legitimate expectation of a benefit, he is entitled to know the case sought to be made against him and to be given an opportunity of replying to it'.

His Honour added, 'The reference to "right or interest" in this formulation must be understood as relating to	reputation,
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,		The ratio decidendi of Kioa related to duties imposed on the repository of a statutory power in certain
circumstances.	The present case is radically different.	Here the Committee had no statutory authority.	Here there was no power in the Committee, or the Chief Minister for that matter, to deprive the Director of his reputation or some other right, interest or legitimate expectation.

Mason J said, at p584:


'The law has now developed to a point where it may be accepted that there is a common law duty to act fairly, in the sense of according procedural fairness, in
the making of administrative decisions which affect rights, interests and legitimate expectations, subject only to the clear manifestation of a contrary statutory intention.... But the duty does not
attach to every decision of an administrative character. Many such decisions do not affect the rights, interests and expectations of the individual citizen in a direct immediate way.'	(emphasis mine)

The Committee was authorized to make no decision.	The Committee's recommendations cannot deprive the applicants of a right or interest.

In the same case, Brennan J said, at pp610, 611:


There is no free-standing cornrnon law right to be accorded natural justice by the repository of a statutory power.	There is no right to be accorded natural justice which exists independently of statute and which, in the event of a contravention, can be invoked to invalidate executive action taken in due exercise of a statutory power•...
..•	There is no jurisdiction to declare a purported exercise of statutory power invalid for failure to
comply with procedural requirements other than those expressly or impliedly prescribed by statute.'

Brennan J was directing his mind to the exercise of statutory power.	I can draw no inference that what was said in Kioa  applies by analogy to an inquiry which was neither statutory nor clothed with any power.	Insofar as the quoted remarks of Brennan J can be applied to this case, it may be said that the rules of procedural fairness must be found at least impliedly in a  statute.	Even construing the reference to statute as embracing subordinate  legislation, it is not the case here that the power of the the Committee to inquire, report and recommend was derived from statute.	The powers and the duties of the Committee flowed from the relationship of Chief Minister to Public Servants.

Deane J, at p632, said


'In the absence of a clear contrary legislative intent, a person who is entrusted with statutory power to make an administrative decision which directly affects the rights, interests, status or legitimate expectations of another in his individual capacity (as distinct from as a member of the general public or of a class of the general public) is bound to observe the requirements of natural justice or procedural fairness.'

His Honour observed that the making of a deportation order plainly involved the exercise of a statutory power to make such a decision.	He had earlier characterised the making of a deportation order against a prohibited immigrant as drastically and adversely changing his rights and, to some extent, dehumanizing his status.	Once again, the contrast with the case at bar is, for the reasons I have given, highlighted.
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	-	The fact of the matter is that Kioa proceeded on

a	factual basis different in essential respects from this case and in ways that render that case unhelpful to the applicants.

The applicants relied upon other authorities.	I do not refer specifically to each of them.


The applicants do not gain support from Perron and Another v Central Land Council, (1985) 6 FCR 226, a case concerned with failure by the Northern Territory Planning Authority to carry out its statutory duty.	It was one of a class of cases that was said to hold that there is duty to act fairly in cases where an applicant has merely a legitimate expectation that prescribed procedures will be followed by a statutory decision-maker.


Heatley v Tasmanian Racing and Gaming Commission
, (1977) 137 CLR 487 was relied upon.	Once again the differences are critical.	That case concerned the exercise of a statutory power to deprive a person of a reasonable expectation.

It may be thought to be unfair, in common parlance, that a Committee chaired  by the Solicitor-General should refuse to give sufficient particulars of such serious allegations as those identified in the letter of 23 April to enable the Director to refute them.	Ho	can an allegation that one has used his power to achieve economic advantage be adequately answered when nothing
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is done to identify the occasion or occasions when such misuse of power is alleged to have occurred?	No reasonable person would regard it as a fair chance to refute the allegation to offer the person every opportunity to say whatever he wishes to about it.
Without any particulars he is virtually confined to a simple denial of the allegation.	But, if the situation does not attract the application of the rules of natural justice, the Committee was entitled to be unfair, in that sense.

If the rules of natural justice had application to this case, I would h'ave found that they were not observed to the extent called for.	Although I would not have considered that all the material demanded by the applicants was required, they ought to have been given sufficient information to identify the occasions of alleged wrong-doing so that, having been afforded the opportunity to refute the allegations, they might have a fair chance to protect their reputations from damage.	But, because I have found that the rules of fair procedure had no application, I shall not enlarge on the question.

Mr Martin, by his letter of 22 September 1986, referred to above, undertook that the Committee would not reach any adverse conclusion without giving an opportunity to be heard to any person affected.	Similar undertakings were given on other occasions.	They must have been intended to signify that a sufficient opportunity to be heard would be given.	Leaving aside questions of the applicability of the rules of natural justice,
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w	Mr Martin was there pledging his own word that a proper opportunity would be given in certain circumstances, probably in consideration of the cooperation of the Director and the Authority which the Committee had no power to coerce.	Because of the lack of particularity of the serious allegations conveyed by
Mr Martin's letter of 23 April 1987, neither the Authority nor the Director was given any proper opportunity to be heard to refute them.	They should be able, therefore, to assume safely that the Committee did not come to any conclusion adverse to them concerning those serious allegations.	I have used the word 'serious' advisedly because, certain of the allegations amount to charges of corruption:	for example, the allegation of using powers under the Aboriginal Sacred Sites Act to achieve
economic advantage.


I cannot help noting as a postscript the curious fact that the Authority does not appear to have learned from Mr Lovegrove, one of the defendants, what was in the Committee's report.	Mr Lovearove was a member of the Authority at all material times.

Therefore, I discharge the order nisi for mandamus.	The applicants will pay the defendants' costs.
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